Meet Your Future: An Interactive Panel on Industry Careers

STEVEN LAMBERT, American Physical Society — There will be a brief presentation showing some statistics about careers in physics followed by a panel discussion. The panelists are:

Pavel Kornilovich, HP Inc., Senior Technologist
Erik Lucero, Google Santa Barbara, Hardware Engineer
Raja Rajasekaran, Toptica-USA, Western Regional Sales Application Manager
Tiffany Santos, Western Digital, Principal Research Engineer
Krysta Svore, Microsoft, Principal Researcher Research Manager

Each panelist will introduce themselves and give a brief overview of their career path. Well then open it up to audience participation. Bring your questions about working in the private sector: daily responsibilities, work environment, how to prepare for this path, making contacts, and anything else you'd like to hear about. We look forward to an interactive and lively session.

Steven Lambert
American Physical Society
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